CON CEPT & DESI GN

THE PLAN

Concept.
Design.
Manufacture.
Installation.
The Brief: To create an SI environment.
Please note that a space can not be
called or used as a Sensory Integration
without the implementation of a
qualified SI Therapist.
The Result: The equipment seen on
the design and quotation has been
chosen in line with the Ayres Sensory
Integration fidelity Measure.
The
comprehensive
range
of
equipment allows an ever changing
range of activities and journeys
throughout the space.
Therapeutic circuits can be created
throughout the room and can be
adapted to each individual.
Considerations: Three points of
suspension have been designed into
the space. The ceiling structure at this
point is unknown and therefore the
correct form of ceiling suspension can
not be correctly quoted for and this
will be subject to change.
The best solution to ceiling suspension
is to have an exposed structural, load
bearing, steel or timber beam to allow
the suspension points to be installed
into.

The arrows highlight a possible journey throughout the space moving
from one piece of equipment to another.
Up, across and over...
Swing/rotate...
Rock...
Squeeze...
Crawl through...
Scoot...
Crash!

CLOUD NINE
Used as a crash pit or quiet reading space, our Cloud Nine
is sure to be a hit!
This can also be used to cushion the end of the run as the
Scooter Board comes down the Ramp.
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VISUAL ONE

BALANCE PLATFORM

PLATFORM & DOUBLE STEPS
SENSORY SHAKER

CLOUD NINE
PLATFORM SWING

INDIVIDUAL FLOOR MATS
(2 X 1M)
SELECTION OF WEIGHTED
AND BUILDING BLOCKS
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VISUAL TWO

ADULT ROCKING BARREL
SCOOTER BOARD RAMP & ADVANTAGE LINE
SCOOTER BOARD.

STRETCH-EASY

LARGE ROCKER BOARD

STEAMROLLER DELUXE
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FLEXION DISC SWING

SCOOTER BOARD RAMP &
ADVANTAGE LINE SCOOTER BOARD
Easy to assemble, lightweight and
easy to store. With the attached rope
children can scoot down and pull
themselves back up again.

FROG SWING

LINEAR GLIDER

TUBE SWING COMPLETE

MODIFIED PLATFORM SWING

CLOUD NINE
Used as a crash pit or quiet reading space, our Cloud
Nine is sure to be a hit with all children.

STEAMROLLER DELUXE
Some children crave deep pressure, and the
Southpaw Steamroller is a fun way to get it!
It allows children to work on motor planning
skills, body awareness and shoulder stability
as they work their bodies out of the device.

BALANCE PLATFORM
Offering three levels this is a great piece of
equipment for working on balance skills for
beginners and advanced students.

PLATFORM & DOUBLE STEPS
A versatile gait training and crawling system. Clients can walk
up one set of stairs and down another and learn hoe to adjust
their tread. This can be used as a rehab activity or as a good
gross motor activity. It folds into itself to save space when not
in use.
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BODY SOX
Body Sox promotes body awareness and
creative movements. Spatial awareness
and interaction are reinforced as clients
move over, under, around, through, on, off,
up, down, in and out, exploring the three
-dimensional space they occupy.

FLOOR MATS
Individual floor mats connect together to create a large matted area.

LARGE ROCKER BOARD
Ideal for balance activities while standing, kneeling, sitting or lying
prone. Ideal for giving your clients just the right challenge.

SENSORY SHAKER
When filled with balls the Sensory Shaker provides
Tactile input as well as vestibular input for your
client as they sit inside and you shake them up.

ADULT ROCKING BARREL
Offers a variety of uses in the therapeutic setting.
Clients can work on proprioceptive input and motor
planning skills by crawling through or pushing the
barrel, it can also be used to rock on or over.

SUSPENSION & HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT KIT
The suspension & height
adjustment kit includes:
1x Safety Snap
1x Safety Rotational Device
1x Rope with Eye Splice
1x Height Adjuster
This can be used to suspend all swings from the
ceiling suspension point.
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